Risk and consequences of flooding Island View Beach Regional park
Berm breach at Island View Beach
A low man made sea wall extends from the south to within 0.3km of the Tsawout border. It
reportedly stops where it does because there was a natural sand berm from that point that ran to
the Tsawout lands (source: Vern Michell). There is a breach in that natural sand berm and in June
2012 Central Saanich Council called on the CRD to extend the existing sea wall north from its present
end to the border of the Tsawout lands, in order to prevent flooding of the park and the surrounding
properties. (A1)

At their meeting of March 20 2013 the CRD Regional Parks Committee accepted the recommendation
from CRD staff not to fix this. The CRD staff though had not told the Regional Parks Committee:
•
•
•

•

That a 500 signature public petition in 2012 called on the CRD not to flood the park. (A2)
That the Regional Parks Committee gave assurances in July 2012 the park would not be flooded
That a natural sand berm has always existed, from the end of the existing man made sea wall to
near the Tsawout border, so that extending the man made sea wall was not something new but
was repairing damage caused by human activities (the logs that batter the shoreline) (A3)
Of the power of a storm coming through a breach in the sea wall and the devastating impact on
the park and the surrounding public and private properties. This is from a news report of the last
flood in 1987 that flooded all the land on the Island View flats including the Tsawout lands; most
of the CRD park; the Central Saanich park; Puckle Farm; the Highcrest Terrace properties; what is
now Island View Beach Estates; and Michell Farms: “… the water broke through the dyke at
about 7:30 am. The leak widened from a trickle into a surging channel and by mid-afternoon
had broken down an opening about 150 metres wide.”. (A4)

Key elements of the CRD staff report were exaggerated or just plain wrong:

•
•
•
•

A claim that the existing sea wall is inadequate (A5)
A claim that any work would require Great Wall of China size dikes (A6)
A claim the Tsawout lands would be threatened by fixing the breach (A7)
A claim that the environment would be threatened (A8)

About the only thing in the CRD staff report that can be agreed with is their statement:
“Maintaining the berm in its current state will at some time in the future result in flooding low lying
lands at Island View Beach. …. This could impact adjacent lands.”
And at a meeting before Central Saanich Parks & Rec Committee on April 8, 2013 a senior CRD staffer
stated:
We are not going to fix the breach in the sea wall
We know this will cause flooding
This is not our responsibility.

The Tsawout shoreline faces a different direction from the shoreline to the south (A7). The land is
higher there and the sand dunes are substantial. There is no evidence there has ever been flooding
over the Tsawout lands, and as there has always been a natural berm on the CRD lands it cannot be
said that fixing that berm will impact the Tsawout lands. In fact, at the April 8 2013 Central Saanich
Committee meeting, Mayor Bryson described how he and a technician from Central Sanich had taken
a GPS device and measured the height of the Tsawout shoreline and the height of the man made sea
wall on the CRD lands, and they were almost the same.
The existing sea wall has proved successful and the storms have never flooded over it. Flooding has
only occurred when the sea wall has been breached as it is now.
The natural sand berm was breached as the result of human activities – the huge number of logs that
have broken away from the log booms over the years and pound at the berm like a giant battering
ram. This is not a natural event, and the natural berm should be repaired to restore the natural
ecosystem and to prevent flooding.
Failure to fix the breach in the natural berm will undoubtedly in time cause massive flooding of the
park and the surrounding public and private properties including the Tsawout lands and the RV park
there.
The Friends of Island View Beach take the position that the breach in the natural berm was caused
by human activity, and that the berm should be repaired to its original height so as to avoid
flooding of the park and surrounding public and private lands with sea water.
October 20 2013
Appendices are attached .
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Appendix 1
Background
One year ago, in April 2012, residents brought to the attention of Council, the flood risk where the
natural sand berm at Island View Beach Regional Park had been broken through by a huge log cluster.
Council was shown photos of previous devastating floods, and maps of how flat the land there is and
how flooding could not be contained just within the CRD park but affects all property owners on
these flat lands. Those owners include the farm land of Michell Farms and Puckle Farm; the District’s
own 22 acre park and road network; private properties at Island View Beach estates and the foot of
Highcrest Terrace; and the Tsawout lands including the large RV park.
This is an aerial view of the Island View flats.

Continued next page
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This plan shows the location of the breach in the berm and the properties that will be affected by a
flood.

This aerial photo shows the breach in the natural berm

This is a photo at ground level looking south, showing the logs pushed into the park, and the
complete absence now of a protective berm at this position. The sea can be seen just above the logs
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on the left.

At its meeting of June 4 2012, Council passed this resolution:

And a public petition with 500 signatures was gathered supporting Council’s resolution and calling on
the CRD not to flood Island View Beach..

The CRD Regional Parks Committee met on July 18 2012. Central Saanich residents spoke to the
meeting against flooding the park and were given an assurance by the Committee this would not
happen. This was reaffirmed in an email from CRD Director Ted Daley who wrote on July 20 2012:
“In my mind the Committee did everything that it could to assure the folks concerned about the flooding that it
was not going to happen.”
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The Committee instructed CRD staff to look into the berm, and they finally brought back a report to
the CRD Parks Committee meeting on March 20, 2013. The report is at:
http://www.crd.bc.ca/reports/regionalparkscommitt_/2013_/03march_/20130320item6islandv/20130320ite
m6islandv.pdf
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Appendix 2
The 500 signature petition not to flood island View Beach
(presented to the CRD at the July 18 2012 meeting)
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Appendix 3
The natural sand berm that extends north from the man made sea wall
The Island View flats stretch some 2.3 km from the Michell Farm lands in the south to the big RV park
on the Tsawout lands in the north and the land is flat all the way. There were natural sand berms the
full length of the shoreline. Commencing in 1937 the natural sand berms were augmented then
replaced by a low man made sea wall that now stretches from the Michell land in the south to about
¾’s the way up the CRD park shoreline, just 350 m short of the Tsawout border. Vern Michell reports
that the man made sea wall ends where it does because when work was last done on the wall in
1989, there was a natural berm that ran from there close to the Tsawout boundary, and both he and
the CRD were confident that natural berm was strong enough and did not need augmenting. It was a
piece of that natural berm that has been broken through by a massive log pile. That breach poses a
serious risk of flooding the whole island View flats area which will do significant damage to the park
and the surrounding private and public property owners, including the District of Central Saanich.
The breach was not a natural event – it was the result of human activities – the escaped logs from the
log booms that acted as a massive battering ram and broke through the natural berm – and
accordingly should be repaired in order to restore the shoreline to its natural condition.
This photo of the shoreline shows the breach. The man made sea wall is indicated in red, the natural
berm is in green, and where the natural berm was eroded by the logs is in orange. The logs have
caused significant erosion in this area. The natural berm shown in green is still there and can be
seen.
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In an ideal world the repair of the breach in the natural berm would be made with sand or similar
material, but the logs remain on the coast and the sand dunes need augmenting to withstand the
unnatural buffeting caused by the logs. The repair to the breach should be made of material capable
of withstanding the logs.

These comparative satellite images show the extent of the erosion caused by these logs between
2005 and 2010
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Appendix 4
Past flooding
This is a photo of flooding in the 1950’s. Island View Road is under water between the fences.

The article on the next page describes the last flood in 1987 which occurred when the sea wall in the
CRD park failed.
Because the land is so flat, the flooding with salt water was all the way from the Michells land in the
south to the Tsawout land in the north. The area was strewn with logs; ditches were choked, and
fields were poisoned with the salt water. The flooding was caused by a breach in the sea wall on the
CRD park: “… the water broke through the dyke at about 7:30 am. The leak widened

from a trickle into a surging channel and by mid-afternoon had broken down an
opening about 150 metres wide.”.
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Appendix 5
The adequacy of the existing sea wall
The CRD staff and the consultant say the existing sea wall is not adequate. Perhaps that may be the
case in 100 years, but we are looking at a park plan with a 10 year span not 100 years, and the BC
guidelines say:
“Sea Level Rise
Sea Level Rise is predicted to be moderate in the period from 2010 to 2025.”
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/pdfs_word/guidelines_for_mgr_coastal_flood_land_use2012.pdf

There is no suggestion of a sea level rise in the next 10 years that would lessen the effectiveness of
the existing sea wall.
The test is not how the low sea wall will function in 100 years but how it functions now, and the
evidence is it functions perfectly. What CRD staff chose not to tell the Regional parks Committee, is
that there has never been a flood over the sea wall – flooding has only occurred when the sea wall
has been breached – as it is now. This is easy to prove – if there was flooding over the sea wall there
would be debris on the land side – there is none.
The sea wall looking south. There is no debris on the land side to the right, which confirms the sea
does not flood over the wall.
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Appendix 6
The 2011 BC Coastal protection Guidelines
CRD staff and their consultant referred to the 2011 BC provincial coastal protection guidelines as
reason for their claim a dike would have to be a massive 5 metres high and have a 35 metre base.
This is not true - those guidelines have no relevance to the repair of a natural berm system on the
shoreline of a regional park in an uninhabited and undeveloped area.
The provincial guidelines say an “Adaptive Risk Management Approach to SLR [Sea Level Rise] would
plan how short term land uses and structures can be occupied with reasonable risk for their lifespan,
but at the same time recognize and allow that future SLR may require the redesign to a higher
elevation or relocation of the next generation of land uses and structures at a given coastal site.”.
(Para 3.4
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/pdfs_word/guidelines_for_mgr_coastal_flood_land_use2012.pdf )

This is what should be done at Island View Beach – fix the berm to its current height with the
understanding that future sea level change may require a change in policy.
The 2011 BC coastal protection guidelines are for the protection of buildings and are “intended to
help local governments, land-use managers and approving officers develop and implement landuse management plans and make subdivision approval decisions for lands exposed to coastal
flooding hazards and Sea Level Rise (SLR).”
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/pdfs_word/guidelines_for_mgr_coastal_flood_land_use2012.pdf

The guidelines look to the life span of proposed buildings and development, and quite reasonably say
the planner should then look ahead to what sea levels might be at that future time, and as some
buildings may have a life span of 100 years that means looking at possible sea levels 100 years from
now.
The park management plan is only for 10 years and the same provincial government guidelines say
there will be no appreciable rise in sea level during this time.
What is not a dike
“.. from a practical perspective, dikes in BC are works that address major flood hazards. They
generally do not include works designed primarily for local drainage and storm water control. Bank
erosion protection works are also typically not considered dikes, except where they protect dikes
and/or are part of a diking system.”
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources Operations

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/fhm-2012/safety_index.html#dikes

There is time to phase in
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“The scale of the necessary adaptation measures requires that an implementation plan must be
phased over decades rather than years. The nature of sea level rise, and the current planning horizon
of 2100, means that the necessary time is available.”
Delcan, October 2012
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resources Operations

http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/pdfs_word/cost_of_adaptation-final_report_oct2012.pdf

BC Ministry of Environment
Climate Change Adaption Guidelines for Sea
Dikes and Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use
Guidelines for Management of
Coastal Flood Hazard Land Use
27 January 2011
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/wsd/public_safety/flood/pdfs_word/guidelines_for_mgr_coastal_flood_land_use2012.pdf

3.1 Incremental Sea Level Rise
Sea Level Rise is predicted to be moderate in the period from 2010 to 2025. However, the rate is
predicted to increase more quickly in the period leading up to 2100, and then continue to increase
steadily.
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Appendix 7
The Tsawout lands
The CRD staff report says at point 5: “Extending the berm northwards could increase the risk of
erosion by flood waters of Tsawout First Nation Reserve lands.”
And at the Committee meeting, Mayor Bryson asked the Golder representative directly “If the berm
was extended to the Tsawout border would this cause the flooding to go around the top into the
Tsawout reserve?”, and the Golder rep replied “Yes – where else would it go?”
There is nothing to support these claims, and it defies common sense to suggest that repairing a low
berm would raise the sea level at the Tsawout shore!
To look at the evidence - the Tsawout shoreline is completely different from the shoreline to the
south.
The Tsawout shoreline
runs to the south west
and by contrast the
shoreline to the south in
the CRD park runs to the
south east – these two
shorelines present a
different aspect to the
normal wave pattern
which has caused a
quite different
shoreline.

Compare the depth of
the sand dunes on the
Tsawout lands to the
shoreline to the south.
The Tsawout dunes are
broad and tall, much
higher than any sea
wall, while the dunes to
the south are narrow
and low.
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The Tsawout dunes looking from the south:
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The low dunes to the south in the park.

There is no evidence there has ever been flooding on the Tsawout shoreline. There could not
be because the sand dunes there are so tall, but if there had ever been flooding there would
be debris and there is none.
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The Golder rep said if the berm is extended the sea will flood around the top into the Tsawout
lands. But a berm has always gone from the CRD park to close to the Tsawout border – it is still
there – and that has not caused any flooding to “go around the top”. Again, if that were the
case there would be a debris pattern and there is not. The reason it won’t go around the top is
the shoreline is completely different, and the land is higher than the land to the south. Even if
there was flooding at the end of the existing berm towards the Tsawout border, the land slopes to
the south and any water would flow that way – again this is something that can be seen.
CRD staff said in their report that the Tsawout First Nation has indicated they have no plans to
build a berm on their land. It is unknown why CRD staff would make this gratuitous statement,
but the reality is the Tsawout have no need to build a berm because they already have a natural
berm in their massive sand dunes.
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Appendix 8
The environmental impact of extending the berm northwards
CRD staff said in their report at point 6: “Extending the berm northwards would adversely impact the
coastal dune ecosystem in the regional park.” The truth is there has always has been a natural
berm here – there still is - all that is being requested is that this natural berm be repaired and
maintained.
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Appendix 9
The CRD staff report
The CRD staff report was a classic “Yes Minister” move and gave the CRD Parks Committee just two
options, one of which was ridiculous, leaving the Committee with only the choice CRD staff wanted
which is not to fix the breach in the berm and to allow the park to be flooded. The ridiculous option
put forward by CRD staff was to encircle the park with a 5 metre high dike, 35 metres wide at the
base at a projected cost of $14,000,000 to $19,000,000.
CRD staff did not give the CRD Regional Parks Committee an option to fix the breach in the existing
natural berm.
In their report CRD staff said: “Maintaining the berm in its current state will at some time in the
future result in flooding low lying lands at Island View Beach. …. This could impact adjacent lands.”
That is an understatement – as shown by the photos in Appendix 4, when the CRD park floods in a
storm, all lands on the Island View flats will be flooded under one metre or more of sea water,
including the District’s roads and park. The CRD had this area surveyed in 2011 and the surveyors
report said:
“Survey area includes the flat open area ………. from Island View Road ….. to the Tsawout
First Nations Boundary …..” “The entire surveyed area is extremely flat with not more than
30cm in grade changes (with a few exceptions)”
Few people realize the power of the waves in a storm, and it is useful to repeat the statement in the
report of the 1987 flooding contained in Appendix 1:
“… the water broke through the dyke at about 7:30 am. The leak widened from a trickle into
a surging channel and by mid-afternoon had broken down an opening about 150 metres
wide.”.
Staff did not inform the new members of the CRD Regional Parks Committee of the assurance given
by the Committee last year there would be no flooding.
Nor did staff inform the Committee members of the 500 signature public petition in support of
Councils call to extend the sea wall, and also calling on the CRD not to flood the park.

